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1. Preventing cancer
1. Role of Exercise

2. What if I get cancer anyway: cancer survival (quantity of life after a 
diagnosis) and cancer survivorship (quality of life/’wellness’ after a 
diagnosis)

1. Role of exercise**

**My main area of research

Outline for today



Before we 
start – some 
background



• Physical activity (PA) = any movement produced by skeletal muscle resulting in 
an increase in energy expenditure

• Examples: walking to work, folding laundry, lifting weights, gardening, going for a run, etc. 

• Exercise = planned, structured, and often repetitive movements produced by 
skeletal muscle done with the intent to improve health/fitness 

• Exercise is a type of PA (but NOT ALL PA is exercise)

• Quantify PA with the FITT principle:
• Frequency – often expressed as number of exercise bouts/week

• Intensity – light, moderate, vigorous (moderate-to-vigorous intensity physical activity [MVPA] is what we 
generally measure in PA Epi)

• Time – often expressed as mins/bout

• Type – broadly: aerobic (“cardio”) and muscle-and-bone strengthening (i.e., resistance or strength training); 
more specific modes: running, biking, playing soccer, boxing, weightlifting, ballet, etc. 

Defining physical activity and exercise



• Sedentary behavior is any waking behavior characterized by very low energy 
expenditure while in a sitting, reclining, or lying posture.

• Often described by domain/type or context: 
• For example, it is common to ask about TV time as a proxy for leisure-time sedentary behavior

Defining sedentary behavior



How much exercise do we need?



Examples of moderate intensity: 
brisk walk, doubles tennis, bike ride 
(not too hilly or fast, but not a 
leisurely roll)

Examples of vigorous intensity: 
jogging/running, basketball, 
fast/hilly bike ride

“MVPA” = moderate-vigorous intensity 
aerobic physical activity

Note:
Some is better than none,
More is better than some!

Physical activity rrecommendations for overall health 
and wellness



Arem H, 2015

With exercise,
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No risk to doing even more (but also very 

little benefit to 3x+ guidelines, at least for 
an all-cause mortality outcome)



Ekelund, Lancet, 2016

Be active AND avoid excess sitting

Exceeding PA 

guidelines, but sit 
and watch a lot of 

TV

What if we 
meet/exceed PA 
guidelines, but still sit a 
lot?



Physical Activity

Be physically active
• Adults should engage in 150-300 min of moderate-intensity 

physical activity per wk, or 75-150 min of vigorous-intensity 
physical activity, or an equivalent combination; exceeding 300 min 
is optimal

• Limit sedentary behavior, such as sitting, lying down, watching 
TV/other screen-based entertainment

Diet

It is best not to drink alcohol
• People who choose to drink alcohol should limit consumption to no 

more than 1 drink/d for women and 2 drinks/day for men

Rock, et al CA Ca J Clin 70:4, July/Aug 2020  

ACS Guidelines for Cancer Prevention (1/2)



Follow a healthy eating pattern at all ages. 

• A healthy eating pattern includes:

• Foods high in nutrients that help achieve and maintain a 
healthy body weight;

• A variety of vegetables—dark green, red, and orange, 
fiber-rich legumes (beans and peas), and others;

• Fruits, especially whole fruits with a variety of colors;

• Whole grains

• A healthy eating pattern limits or does not include:

• Red and processed meats;

• Sugar-sweetened beverages; or

• Highly processed foods and refined grain products
Rock, et al CA Ca J Clin 2020

ACS Guidelines for Cancer Prevention (2/2)



ACS Nutrition 
and Physical 
Activity 
Guidelines for 
Cancer 
Survivors (2022)



Unfortunately, most 
Americans are NOT 

meeting PA guidelines 
(or really doing any

PA…)



Cancer survivors are also not meeting 
these PA guidelines
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Arem, 2020.

Somewhere around 85-93% of cancer survivors 
are NOT meeting physical activity guidelines.



Why does 
this matter?
Cancer 
Prevention

Evidence for the role of exercise



Moore, 2016

Cancer incidence
Do more physically active people 
have a lower risk of developing 
cancer compared to less active 
people?

If so, does this relationship apply to 
ALL cancer types?



In this study (largest to date), MVPA was inversely 
associated with risk of at least 13 different cancers



Prior to this study, MANY high-quality studies showed 
that more physically active people have a lower chance 
of getting these cancers:

19cancer.org

Colon

Breast

Kidney

Esophageal

Bladder Endometrial Stomach (gastric)

we have some very good evidence of a relationship between physical inactivity 
and risk of these seven cancers.

Note that these are the more common cancers, and thus are well studied. Some 
cancers are not studied as often, so…



… with a bit more research, we may be able to say we have a lot 
of evidence for a relationship between physical inactivity and 
other, rarer cancers. For example:
Is being physically 
active associated 
with a reduced risk of 
developing myeloid 
leukemia?

What we found: Those who were more active had a lower 
risk of myeloid leukemia (ML) compared to those who 
were less active. This relationship was even stronger for a 
very deadly type of ML called MDS.
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Rees-Punia, 2019. 
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What this means: more active people had 
a lower chance of developing myeloid 

leukemia.



Total vegetable consumption and breast 
cancer risk by ER Status
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Jung et al. JNCI, 2013

Because it goes together with exercise -a quick note on 
the role of diet.

Diet also plays a 
role in the risk of 
cancer. Some of 
the strongest 
evidence is for 
vegetable 
intake and 
breast cancer.



• Diet is complex and can be hard 
to study

• Components of diet are 
interrelated

• There are likely additive, 
cumulative, and interactive 
effects

• Therefore – researchers 
increasingly study overall dietary 
patterns in relation to health 
outcomes

A note on overall dietary patterns



One example of a “healthy dietary pattern”

The Mediterranean Diet
• Based on plant foods, olive oil, 

fish
• Minimal meat and dairy
• Perhaps the most commonly 

studied dietary pattern



Guasch-Ferre JIM 2021

Relationship  between Med Diet Score and 
Cancer risk



What if I get 
cancer anyway?

Cancer Survival 
and  Survivorship

Evidence for the role of exercise



26cancer.org

Growing number of survivors => In addition to understanding how to prevent cancer, 
we also need to understand how to maximize the quantity and quality of years 

survived after a diagnosis.

There are around 18M Cancer Survivors in the U.S. 



Friedenreich, 2020.

Cancer Survival (quantity of life postdiagnosis)
Do cancer survivors 

who are very active 

before or after their 

diagnosis have a 

lower risk of dying 

from their cancer 

compared to those 

who are NOT 

active?

In summary: among survivors of breast, colorectal, 

esophageal, hematologic, liver, lung, and stomach cancer-

survivors who were very active before their diagnosis had a 

significantly lower risk of dying from their cancer compared to 

those who were not active. 

In summary: among survivors of breast, colorectal, and 

prostate cancer- survivors who were very active after their 

diagnosis had a significantly lower risk of dying from their 

cancer compared to those who were not active. THE MAIN 

MESSAGE: this research suggests that even if you get 
cancer, there is something you can do to potentially reduce 

your risk of dying from it…be physically active!



Cancer survivorship
Cancer diagnosis and treatments are associated with ongoing physical, 
psychological, and social needs that affect overall wellness, or quality of 
life.

• Physical quality of life/wellness: ability to independently accomplish 
activities of daily living, pain, physical fatigue, bone fractures, other 
comorbidities, nausea

• Mental quality of life/wellness: depression, anxiety, feelings of energy and 
fatigue, cognitive function

Does being physically active help to alleviate any of these common side 
effects of cancer and its treatments?



Cancer survivorship
Cancer diagnosis and treatments are associated with ongoing physical, 
psychological, and social needs that affect overall wellness, or quality of 
life.

• Physical quality of life/wellness: ability to independently accomplish 
activities of daily living, pain, physical fatigue, bone fractures, other 
comorbidities, nausea

• Mental quality of life/wellness: depression, anxiety, feelings of energy and 
fatigue, cognitive function

Does being physically active help to alleviate any of these common side 
effects of cancer and its treatments?



Physical activity and quality of life in cancer survivors
Survivors who are more active after their diagnosis have better 
overall mental and physical quality of life

Rees-Punia, 2020. Cancer.
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In this study, physical health included physical function, pain, fatigue, and mental health included anxiety 
and depression. 



Less active cancer 
survivors report 
more pain than 
cancer survivors 
who are more 
active. 

This is especially 
true for female 
survivors. 

Physical activity and reported pain in cancer survivors

Swain & Rees-Punia, Under review.



Date of download:  2/21/2023
Copyright 2022 American Medical Association. 

All Rights Reserved.

From: Fracture Risk Among Older Cancer Survivors Compared With Older Adults Without a History of Cancer

Rees-Punia E. et al. JAMA Oncol. 2023;9(1):79-87. doi:10.1001/jamaoncol.2022.5153

Risk of Total Frailty-Related Fracture by Time Since Cancer Diagnosis Among Older Cancer Survivors Compared 

With Older Adults Without Cancer History. Models adjusted for age, sex, race and ethnicity, US Census region, moderate- to 

vigorous-intensity aerobic physical activity, body mass index, alcohol consumption, smoking, comorbidity score, diet quality score, 

age at menopause, hormone replacement therapy use, self-reported fracture history prior to baseline, radiotherapy, and 

chemotherapy.

Cancer
survivors are 
at an 
increased risk 
for frailty-
related bone 
fractures 
compared to 
other adults 
of the same 
age…



Copyright 2022 American Medical Association. 

All Rights Reserved.

From: Fracture Risk Among Older Cancer Survivors Compared With Older Adults Without a History of Cancer

Rees-Punia E. et al. JAMA Oncol. 2023;9(1):79-87. doi:10.1001/jamaoncol.2022.5153

Risk of Frailty-Related Fractures by Cancer History Stratified by Sex, Modifiable Behaviors, and Cancer 

Treatment
Abbreviations: BMI, body mass index (calculated as weight in kilograms divided by height in meters squared); HR, hazard ratio; MVPA, 

moderate- to vigorous-intensity physical activity.

But certain 
health 
behaviors – like 
smoking 
avoidance and 
certain types of 
physical 
activity – may 
offset the 
excess risk.



Not enough evidence 

yet, but there may be 

a relationship:

Cardiotoxicity?

Chemo-induced 
peripheral neuropathy?

Cognitive function?

Falls?

Nausea?

Pain?

Sexual function?

Treatment tolerance?

More research is 

needed!

Clearly, PA is important for cancer survivors. Yet, most are not meeting our PA guidelines.
More work is needed in PA promotion for cancer survivors.

Overview of the survivorship benefits of PA



A quick note on diet and cancer 
survival: 
Again, evidence is most substantial 
and robust for breast cancer survivors

• A healthy dietary pattern (5+ fruits and vegetables, whole 
grain, limited red/processed meat) associated with 
improved overall survival.

• A Western dietary pattern (high in red/processed meat, 
high-fat dairy, refined grains, etc.) associated with higher 
risk of death from all causes in BRCA survivors.

• Eating soy foods after diagnosis may be associated with 
lower risk of recurrence, but data are limited.

• Evidence is inconsistent for a link between alcohol intake 
after diagnosis and risk of recurrence or survival in BRCA.



Thank you!
Erika.Rees-Punia@cancer.org
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